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aesthetics
The branch of philosophy which deals with questions of beauty and artistic
taste.
Traditional aesthetics assumed the existence of universal and timeless
criteria of artistic value.

askance
Directed to one side with or as if with doubt or suspicion or envy- Elizabeth
Bowen.
A waiter looked askance at his jeans.

behold
See or observe (someone or something, especially of remarkable or
impressive nature.
Behold your lord and prince.

eyelid Each of the upper and lower folds of skin which cover the eye when closed.

gaze A steady intent look.
He fixed his paternal gaze on me.

glance Throw a glance at take a brief look at.
Fish sporting with quick glance Show to the Sun their wav d coats.

leer Look or gaze in a lascivious or unpleasant way.
The men leered at the young women on the beach.

look An expression of a feeling or thought by looking.
I don t like the looks of this place.

macroscopic Visible to the naked eye; using the naked eye.
observing Quick to notice; showing quick and keen perception.

ocular Of or connected with the eyes or vision.
Be sure of it give me the ocular proof.

optic A lens or other optical component in an optical instrument.
An optical illusion.

optical Of or relating to or involving light or optics.
An optical illusion.
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optometrist A person skilled in testing for defects of vision in order to prescribe
corrective glasses.

peek Throw a glance at; take a brief look at.
Faces peeked from behind twitched curtains.

perceptual Of or relating to the act of perceiving.
A patient with perceptual problems who cannot judge distances.

prosthetics The branch of medicine dealing with the production and use of artificial body
parts.

see Go to see a place as for entertainment.
I ll probably see you at the meeting.

sensory
Of a nerve fiber or impulse originating outside and passing toward the
central nervous system.
Sensory experience.

sidelong Directed to or from one side.
Sidelong glances.

sight Take aim by looking through the sights of a gun.
He now refused to let Rose out of his sight.

sneer A contemptuous or mocking smile, remark, or tone.
She had sneered at their bad taste.

spectacle
A blunder that makes you look ridiculous used in the phrase make a
spectacle of yourself.
The spectacle of a city s mass grief.

squint The act of squinting looking with the eyes partly closed.
The driver squinted as the sun hit his windshield.

stare A fixed look with eyes open wide.
He stared at her in amazement.

telescopic
Having or consisting of concentric tubular sections designed to slide into one
another.
A telescopic drinking cup.

visible Visible imports or exports.
A highly visible member of the royal entourage.

vision The images seen on a television screen.
The organization had lost its vision and direction.

visual Relating to seeing or sight.
A visual presentation.

watch A person employed to keep watch for some anticipated event.
This movie s an engrossing watch.
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